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THE UNLOCKING EDEN SPECIAL COLLECTION!

Millions of Americans are suffering a health crisis epidemic right now, completely
unnecessarily. But what if I told you, it didn’t have to be this way? The truth for many,
is that the real culprit of modern disease is simply a lack of God-given knowledge. In
Unlocking Eden, we provide hopeful, scientifically supported revelations regarding
how YOU can access freedom from the bondages of disease. From the importance
of detoxification, circadian rhythm, intermittent fasting, and unburdening metabolic
pathways, to maximizing immunity, methylation and absolute essentials like quality
sleep, Unlocking Eden is filled cover to cover with groundbreaking information that
can help unlock the body’s natural healing mechanisms, which can revolutionize
your health and your life!
In this incredible special collection from SkyWatch TV,
you’ll also receive the Unlocking Eden Companion DVD! Featuring the
entire 4-week television series on Unlocking Eden, and special content with
co-authors Daniel Belt and Joe Horn, on securing some of natures most
powerful anti-viral nutrition during seasons of virus, flu and so much more!
In this special offer, we’re also including the neverbefore released, Special Edition Edens Essentials
Publication, which features special reports on gut
health, chronic pain & sleep management, fermented foods, and yes, so much
more!
You’ll also receive the Edens Essentials FoundersVision DVD featuring interviews with Dr. Thomas Horn,
Daniel Belt and Joe Horn on the vision to provide nutrientdense supplements, derived directly from non-genetically
modified foods, grown from clean soil, free of pesticides,
herbicides, and bio sediments to achieve the highest
degree of health possible!
Plus, because we want to provide you with every tool possible to achieve optimal wellness, we’re
including for the first time ever, absolutely free, the international
best selling book Timebomb with Companion DVD! This
unprecedented ground breaking combination reveals how to
easily read food labels to avoid toxic ingredients like GMO’s,
pesticides and other bio-sediments, what leaky-gut syndrome
is and how to reverse it, what neuroscience says about
the miraculous gut-brain connection and more! Featuring
healthcare professionals like Dr. Ralph Umbriaco, Dr. Joshua
Vance, and Dr. Matthew Sams on how to achieve your optimal
physiological health!

ORDER YOURS TODAY FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)
EXPLORE RELATED VIDEO CONTENT:

Bible Secrets To
Unlocking Eden.
Revolutionize Your
Health!

What Happened To
Sharon Gilbert? The
Secret Of Circadian
Rhythm Did THIS?

What You Need
To Know About
Methylation! Is This
Happening To You?
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Astonishing Facts
About Your Inner
“Ecosystem”
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THE WARRIOR - PRIEST SPECIAL OFFER!

Through the ages, there have been few heroes as adored as the medieval
KNIGHT! With a prayer in his heart and a sword in his hand, it is easy to see
why this ultimate WARRIOR-PRIEST has stood the test of time. The Warrior
Priest Mindset unveils the inherent dual nature of every believer. Like Jesus,
we must all be the LION and the LAMB! You will discover much, including:
the prophecies of the Dual Messiahs, Yahweh’s Code of Chivalry when using
self-defense, the actions of Counterfeit Crusaders, and how the Bible is the
greatest knight’s tale with Jesus as the Ultimate Dragon Slayer!
And we’ve included even more...
Learn how to identify and unleash your own Godgiven gifts and supernatural talents that enable
each of us to be Everyday Champions. Amidst the confusion about
his role in the Body of Christ and his youthful turmoils, Joe Horn shares
how he was powerfully impacted by real-life heroes whoose small
investments in his life brought clarity and purpose towards a message
for every Christ-follower today: The spiritual gifts you seek might be
different than you think they are. Includes the 4 Part Television
Series Companion DVD!
In Unscrambling The Millennial Paradox, you will join Allie Anderson’s dig
beneath the surface of a powerful, zealous populace that despite escalating social
and health crises, larcenous modern identity politics, as well as a truth-unhinging
philosphical and religious inheritance, could actually usher in The
Next Great Awakening. You will learn the real reason Millenials
are leaving the Church in favor of momentum-gaining religions
including New Age, Wicca, and Satanism, and what the Church can
do to reverse this trend before it is too late. Includes the 13 Week
Teacher’s Guide!

ORDER YOURS TODAY FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)
EXPLORE RELATED VIDEO CONTENT:

From A Castle In California To SkyWatch TV
Comes The “Warrior Priest” Mindset

Why Is The Warrior Priest Spiritual Warfare
Model So Important?
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THE COMPANION TO THE BOOK OF ENOCH
SPECIAL COLLECTION

The Book of Enoch (more properly 1 Enoch, distinguished from the
later composed 2 Enoch and 3 Enoch) was read and revered across
the spectrum of Second Temple Judaism. Even though 1 Enoch was
and is not considered canonical Scripture, the book had a very wide
readership, including the authors of New Testament books in which its
content can be found in a number of passages. Based on the translation
of 1 Enoch by R. H. Charles (1917,) this “reader’s commentary” will help
students of the Bible understand and appreciate this important and
influential ancient book.
When you order the brand new Companion to the
Book of Enoch: A Readers Commentary, Volume
1 by Dr. Michael S. Heiser, you’ll also receive his best selling book
Reversing Hermon! This groundbreaking work unveils what most of the
modern Church has never heard regarding how the sin of the watchers in
Enoch 6-16 helped frame the mission of Jesus! How the descriptions of the
antichrist, the end-times day of the Lord and the final judgement connect to
Genesis 6 and the Nephilim! This and SO MUCH MORE!
Plus! You’ll also receive on DVD The Book of Enoch, Fallen Angels & Ancient Aliens!
An exclusive production with Dr. Michael Heiser regarding
the blatant lies of ancient astronaut theory and the horrifying
nature of fallen angels and alien abduction!
But thats not all! You’ll also receive the beautifully printed,
hardback edition of the original, historical Book of Enoch
from Defender Publishing! Perfect for assisting serious
researchers and students in the study of the Bible and the
early age!
Whether you’re already familiar with the Book of Enoch,
or are inspired to thoroughly journey through it for the first time, without a doubt you’ll find
this resource enormously enlightening! The Companion to the Book of Enoch Special
Collection is one that you will definately want to have available in your library!

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)

Dr. Michael Heiser – Companion To The Book
Of Enoch (Part 1)

Dr. Heiser Continues On Why YOU Need To
Understand The Book Of Enoch
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THE SHADOWLAND ULTIMATE COLLECTION

In Shadowland by Thomas R. Horn, you wll
discover terrifying realities behind today’s polarizing
culture war and the energies operating behind the
contest for dominance over values, beliefs, and
religious paradigms. You will find illuminated the
occult practices and enthroned “Egregores” over
a mysterious shadow empire, as well as diabolical
“body count” lists, deals with the Devil, bizarre
Antichrist summoning efforts, and whether some in
“Christianity” have joined Luciferian objectives. In
Progressive Evil by LTC Robert L. Maginnis, you
will see revealed how Western humanity as we know it is on a downward spiral due to an ideolgy that
decieves and disarms the malleable, unsuspecting masses. You will read how the progressives’ assault
on America is exchanging foundational Godliness for false promises by setting upon compromising
constitutional rights, the destruction of key institutions, and the destruction of American exceptionalism by
redefining our cultural ideals. In Carl Gallups new book, Masquerade, you wil be considering how so many
of the institutions of education, entertainment, science, technology, and even “the church,” have been
directly influenced and distorted by the demonic realm. And think of the younger citizens of this planet who
have only known this kind of diabolical fakery -- for their entire lives. What kind of world-to-come is being
created by this torrent of filth and fraud? Actually, the Bible gives us the answer. It’s all hurtling toward the
kingdom reign of the man of lawlessness. And much of today’s church is sound asleep as it approaches.
ALSO! This critical 3-volume collection includes the
original 5 part SkyWatch television SHADOWLAND
investigative series on DVD, absolutely free! Moreover,
this incredible series contains the never before released
on DVD, World Exclusive, behind the scenes interview
regarding perhaps THE BIGGEST scandal and cover
up in US history, so HOT we’re unable to discuss the
specific contents on network television involving a twohour investigative interview with new forensic information
connected to the Robert Mueller Report that may soon send shockwaves through Washington DC and
around the world! But we’re just getting started! The Shadowland ultimate collection also includes the
brand new, never before released audio series by Dr. Thomas Horn himself, The Hidden Occultism of
Epstein’s Orgy Island! What demonic atrocities were going on at Epstein island, and who were the high
powered individuals involved in some of the darkest occultist activities the world has ever witnessed? The
contents of this mind boggling, 3 part, exclusive audio series is far too sensitive for network broadcasting
and directly from the private vault of Dr. Thomas Horn -- available nowhere else! YET WE’RE STILL NOT
DONE! You’ll also receive the Best-Of Defender Publishing E-book Collection on data disc! Featuring
70 of the most information packed best-selling books in Defender history! These full length works are
in popular E-book formats so you can read them on E-Pub, PDF, Kindle and other hand-held electronic
devices! Give this collection as the ultimate gift to somebody you know this holiday season, or take them
with you wherever you go! Valued at over $700.00 all by itself!!!

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)

The Special
Investigation Begins
Into “Shadowland”

IG Report Connects
Hillary With “Crimes
Against Children”

Pentagon Insider On
Shadowland’s Deep
State Occult Vision
|5|

The Interdimensional
Power Operatiing
Behind Shadowland’s
Preparations
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THE LIFE AFTER DEATH OFFICIAL COLLECTION

Near death experiences and extraordinary
accounts of angelic intervention as told by those who
experienced them! It’s time to comprehend these
often chilling, intimidating, and sometimes completely
misunderstood subjects!
In this incredible collection you’ll receive the brand
new book by Donna Howell and Allie AndersonHenson, Encounters, where you’ll learn whether holy
angels can default from God’s army, have wings, or
read our minds! The biblical answer to whether we
should attempt to beckon angels to carry out our
requests, or seek them out as spirit guides! You’ll also learn about the fierce capacity of
angels, their strength in spiritual warfare, and ability to operate in the physical world to
carry out God’s prophetic will! All this and so much more!
You’ll also receive the brand new book by Donna Howell, Allie Anderson-Henson and
Josh Peck, Afterlife, where you’ll discover for the first time, real-life stories of near-death
and out-of-body experiences as told by those who experienced them! What scientists say
about evidence of life in the beyond! Surprising implications made through the Shroud of
Turin! And tackling tough questions like “if God is such a loving God, why does he send
people to hell for all of eternity?”
This masterpiece collection also includes the incredible DVD Beyond
Supernatural which features stunning, Off The Record interviews with
Josh Peck & Steven Bancarz, detailing their long history of involvement
in the new age, and their personal testimonies of deliverance by Jesus
Christ! All that and more on this original SkyWatch TV 5-part series on
DVD, that exposes the infiltration of the new age!
But thats not all, this powerhouse collection also includes
the popular audio series Doctrines of Devils! Listen
as Steven Bancarz interviews Doreen Virtue, World
Renowned, former best selling author and teacher for the new age, as she
explains her incredible, supernatural journey out of the occult and in to the
arms of Jesus! This over 12-hour series features bonus interviews with Dr.
Chuck Missler, Dr. Thomas Horn, John McTernan, Gary Bates and many
more on the subjects of Ghosts, Demons and the Supernatural!

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)

Investigation Begins
Into Mysterious
Encounters With
Angels, And The
Afterlife

Further Investigation
Into Mysterious
Encounters With
Angels, And The
Afterlife

SKYWATCH TV
Presents: Mysteries Of
The Afterlife
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Do YOU Really
Understand The
Mysteries Of The
Afterlife?
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THE WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN SPECIAL OFFER

What could the supernatural world of Stranger Things have in common with the Bible?
The paranormal television series Stranger Things taps into the mysterious elements that
have fueled spiritual questions for millennia. The otherworldly manifestations in Hawkins,
Indiana offer compelling portrayals of important spiritual truths — and many of these truths
are echoed in the supernatural worldview of the Bible.
For Michael Heiser, Stranger Things is the perfect marriage of his
interest in popular culture and the paranormal. In The Unseen Realm,
he opened the eyes of thousands, helping readers understand the
supernatural worldview of the Bible. Now he turns his attention to the
worldwide television phenomenon, exploring how Stranger Things relates
to Christian theology and the Christian life.
In The World Turned Upside Down, Heiser draws on this supernatural
worldview to help us think about the story of Jesus and discover glimpses
of the Gospel in the Upside Down. He argues that this
celebrated series helps us understand the Gospel in
unique and overlooked ways. The spiritual questions and
crises raised by Stranger Things are addressed the same way they are in
the Gospel, with mystery and transcendent power.
Plus! You’ll also receive on DVD The Book of Enoch, Fallen Angels &
Ancient Aliens! An exclusive production with Dr. Michael Hieser regarding
the blatant lies of ancient astronaut theory and the horrifying nature of
fallen angels and alien abduction!

ORDER YOURS TODAY FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)
EXPLORE RELATED VIDEO CONTENT:

Dr. Michael Heiser Takes Us Into The Real
“Stranger Things” Upside-Down World

Dr. Heiser Takes Us Further Down The
“Stranger Things” Rabbit Hole
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THE PROJECT WORMWOOD SPECIAL OFFER

As you might expect, this offer includes The Wormwood Prophecy!
where you can pursue a deeper understanding of the
biblical Wormwood through an investigation spanning
from the Book of Revelation and differing scholarly
interpretations, to a range of expert interviews and NASA
reports. Examine if the prophecies from ancient cultures
and religions across the globe all point to a catastrophic
planetary event that has scientists and politicians taking
extreme preventative measures under the public radar
with answers that very few in the Church today are
willing to provide. Does the Bible predict an asteroid... or
something else? We’ve also included on DVD the entire 4-Part SkyWatch
TV series on The Wormwood Prophecy featuring Dr. Thomas Horn, and
Derek & Sharon Gilbert!
You’ll also receive the incredible Best-Of Defender Publishing E-book
collection on data disc as well! Featuring 70 of the most information-packed
best-selling books in Defender history! These full-length works are in
popular E-book formats so you can read them on E-Pub, PDF, Kindle and
other hand-held electronic devices! Valued at over $700.00 all by itself!

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)

Are You Brave Enough
To Watch The New
SkyWatch TV Series?

Incredible Revelation!
Scary! The Words
People Are Using To
Describe New Series

Donald Trump And
Wormwood? The
Ramifications Could
Not Be Higher!

Right Out Of The
Book Of Revelation
– Andromeda Strain
Microorganism

THE DISTANT THUNDERS DVD

Come join Dr. Chuck Missler on his last prophetic exposé about end-times
prophecies written in the books of Ezekial, Daniel, Zechariah, and Revelation.
This explosive documentary will include the expertise of Dr. Roggero Santilli
(two-time Nobel Prize Nomination in Theoretical Physics,) Steve Quayle
(Author/researcher,) and Gary Cole (Neuro researcher/film director.)
Four decades of study are unveiled, uncovering the mysteries of biblical
prophecies being fulfilled in the days that lie before us.
For the first time in history, the team will reveal unprecedented technologies
that will expose the identity of the UFO phenomenon hidden within the
realm of the unseen world. This full-length feature is packed with scientific
information that will corroborate evidence, with biblical warnings, of a coming
Great Deception.

AVAILABE NOW FOR ONLY $29.95 (plus S/H)
|8|
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THE VENERATION SPECIAL COLLECTION

First, In Derek and Sharon Gilberts new groundbreaking book
Veneration you’ll learn how the Giants of old shaped the worldview and
religion of the Hebrews, and the role they will play in end times! How
veneration of the dead brought disaster on the Israelites! Concealed
references of ancestor worship among the Canaanites AND SO MUCH
MORE!
You’ll also receive the brand new DVD documentary
The Search for the Raphaim where Derek and Sharon
Gilbert take you on a guided tour of the Holy Land, ground
zero in the long war with the fallen realm. You will see
the mysterious Gilgal Refaim created for the veneration
of the dead, and the Plains of Moab where worshipping the god of the
underworld brought disaster on Israel. With bonus teachings by guests like
Pastor Carl Gallups and Messianic Rabbi Zev Porat!
And for a limited time only, you’ll receive absolutely free, the brand
new reprinting of the original 1921 classic work, Immortality and the
Unseen World, which reveals the Hebrew concepts of the
supernatural realm, death, angels and demons!
Also, as an added bonus, when you purchase Veneration
from Skywatch TV, you’ll also receive Realms of the Dead,
Book six in the Redwing Saga by Sharon K. Gilbert that
explores the true, historical link between Mount Hermon
and Jack the Ripper! The key characters of this supernatural thriller will
face their most terrifying challenge yet, as a powerful new Watcher has
joined the confrontation that could bring forth the antichrist and the end of
days!
YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)

THE VENERATION EXPANDED COLLECTION

The expanded collection starts with The
Veneration Special Collection and gets
even better, by adding all 5 previously
released books in the Redwing Saga
where you will learn Biblical spiritual
warfare through gripping stories with
characters you’ll love!

YOURS FOR ONLY A $100 DONATION (plus S/H)

Are There EXPLOSIVE Hidden
Prophecies In The Bible?

More Hidden Prophecies In
Scripture Warn Of The Day
When “Mighty Men” Of Old Rise
|9|

Shocking Facts About The
Cult Of The Dead And The Rise
Of End Times Armies
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THE ISRAEL RISING SPECIAL OFFER

Israel Rising is a unique visual story of Israel’s miraculous
journey from unforgiving desert land to thriving nation. Rarely seen
photographs taken between the 1880s and the 1940s are juxtaposed
with contemporary images of the same locations illustrate the region’s
biblical history as a place of monumental battle, celebration, worship,
and awesome resilience. Author Doug Hershey and photographer
Elise Monique Theriault negotiate the terrain to access the vantage
points required to match the original photos, from the rooftop of
Israel’s National Museum of Science, Technology and Space in
Haifa, to Jaffa Port’s breakwater, and much more. Their quest creates
a collection that will inspire and captivate as it illuminates Israel’s
foretold awakening in a new and unforgettable way.
To bring you additional regional context, you’ll also receive Cauldron
by Terry James. Rumors of war boil angrily within the Middle East at this
present hour. Just as Egyptian dictator Gamal Abdel Nasser vowed to push
all Jews into the Mediterranean, so have today’s Israel-haters proclaimed
they will push all of God’s chosen people into the sea, erasing all traces
of the Jewish state from the land. Iran is on the brink of producing atomic
weaponry with which to accomplish that avowed threat. Many fear World
War III could begin if the Israeli Defense Force (IDF) attacks Iran’s nuclear
production facilities. The struggle is far more than a modern one. It goes
back to the beginning of man’s existence on Planet Earth. And now the push by both
Muslims and Jews to build the Third Temple in Jerusalem is seen by some as a trigger
event that could ultimately boil over into all-out Armageddon.
For a top-notch supernatural backdrop, we’ve also included The Unseen
Adversary. The pagan gods of the ancient world are real. How can
that be true when the Bible says that God is one? Listen on mp3 CD
as broadcaster and author Derek P. Gilbert and Dr. Michael S. Heiser
explore the unseen realm in seven hours of mind-blowing audio interviews
recorded for Derek’s podcast, A View from the Bunker. From UFOs and
“aliens” to the gods who rebelled against their Creator, Gilbert and Heiser
analyze a wide range of fascinating topics, but always through a biblical
lens. Program listing: 1. The Divine Council 2. Live from Roswell! 3.
The Unseen Realm 4. The Façade 5. The Portent 6. Reversing Hermon 7. God’s Holy
Mountain

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)

Israel’s Amazing Role In Prophecy
Gloriously Laid Out By Doug Hershey
| 10 |
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THE OR ACLE COLLECTION

Open the seven doors of revelation—and prepare to be blown away!
Jonathan Cahn takes the reader on a journey to find the man called
the Oracle. One by one each of the Jubilean mysteries will be revealed
through the giving of a vision. The Oracle will uncover the mysteries
of The Stranger, The Lost City, The Man With the Measuring Line, The
Land of Seven Wells, The Birds, The Number of the End, The Man in
the Black Robe, The Prophet’s Song, The Matrix of Years, The Day of
the Lions, The Awakening of the Dragon, and much more. Cahn reveals
the mysteries through a narrative. A traveler is given seven keys; each
will open up one of seven doors. Behind each door lies a stream of
mysteries. The reader will be taken on a journey of angels and prophetic
revelations waiting to be discovered behind each of the seven doors-the ancient secrets
that lie behind the world-changing events of modern times-and revelations of what is yet
to come.
But thats not all, while supplies last, you’ll also receive Jonathan Cahn’s
The Mystery of the Shemitah. The three-thousand-year-old mystery that
has been determining the course of your life without your
knowing it, foretelling current events before they happen...
Does it hold the key to what lies ahead for the world and for
your life?
And... thats still not all, we’re also including Jonathan
Cahn’s The Paradigm. Is it possible that there exists an
ancient master blueprint that holds the secret behind the
events of our times, an ancient paradigm has determined not only the events
of modern times but also their timing—even down to the exact dates?

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)
EXPLORE RELATED VIDEO CONTENT:

Jonathan Cahn Appears On SkyWatch TV To
Unlock Greatest Mystery Of Our Time

Stunning End-Times Secret Revealed As
Jonathan Cahn Returns To SkyWatch TV

| 11 |
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THE HIGHER ENTITIES ULTRA COLLECTION!

When did the government alien programs originate and why? Who
were the collin’s elite, and were they exposing the dangers of such
programs? What exactly did these black projects involve? Learn the
astonishing answers to those questions and so much more! This special
offer includes the new Faull brothers feature film Higher Entities:
The Lost Tapes, which is a live-action documentary including up
close and personal discussions with former FBI agents, department
of defense consultants, best selling authors and seasoned research
professionals, that deliver intimate testimonies of disclosure, which put
you face to face on location and in the conversation! Featuring Justen
Faull, Dr. Thomas Horn, Ray Boeche, Derek Gilbert, Stan Deyo, Darrin
Geisinger, Chad Riley, and Wes Faull!
But thats not all, you’ll also receive the top secret 5 volume DVD collection Project
Stargate! This remarkable series of confidential interviews features 12 of the worlds leading
authorities on UFO’s, so called aliens, gods, and the coming day of contact! You will be
amazed as we go behind the scenes to ask experts what they really believe is coming.
Watch as men with security clearances like the late Dr. Chuck Missler share for the first
time what they know… then take notes when Dr. Michael Heiser, the late Cris Putnam,
Russ Dizdar, Joe Jordan, L.A. Marzulli, Derrel Sims, Gary Stearman, Joyce Ahrens and
others weigh in on what soon will cause the world to stand still in awe! Project Stargate
holds a retail value all by itself of $150.00, included now for a limited time in this amazing
collection!

GET YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)
EXPLORE RELATED VIDEO CONTENT:

Gov Documents
Reveal “Higher
Entities” Contact
Under Guise Of “Aliens
& UFOs”?

Has NASA Made A
Deal With The Devil!?
Special Investigation
Continues Into
HIGHER ENTITIES
| 12 |

Tom Horn Tells
Astonishing Story
Regarding His
Family And HIGHER
ENTITIES

MUST SEE Shocking
Conclusion To Special
Investigation On
HIGHER ENTITIES
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THE TRUMP PROPHECIES: UPDATED & EXPANDED OFFER

Revisit what the Lord revealed to Mark Taylor in both the celebrated
“Commander-In-Chief Prophecy” that played a key role in bolstering Trump’s
2016 election, as well as many other Holy Spirit inspired messages about
what would transpire next for the most powerful nation on earth. Fast forward
to discover the details on which of the retired firefighter’s prophecies have
already been fulfilled, and what the Body of Christ needs to do to maintain
God’s blessing on our nation.
You will also receive these amazing bonus items:
The Trump Prophecy on DVD! One man’s personal
journey to healing that led to an international prayer
movement. Retired firefighter Mark Taylor finds himself
in a crisis of faith as he struggles with a diagnosis of PTSD. But, in 2011,
everything changes when he experiences a revelation from God about change
in leadership in our nation prior to the 2016 Presidential Election. As he works
to understand his remarkable experience, he shares his hopeful vision and it
spreads across the globe.
The ground-breakingly astounding documentary DVD, Belly of the Beast
reveals why a Bible is bound in a magic square inside the testes of the
Washington Monument, including the location and reason for an ancient
magical obelisk that awaits underground nearby. Learn where
the entrance to a secret crypt exists connected to American
Lucifer Worship from within the Deep State, and for the first
time ever, the U.S. government-owned location where the
Antichrist will be resurrected on American soil!
The Deeper State, where the contemporary trigger that
briefly exposed the dark, evil agenda of power brokers such as the elites and
their secret societies was the election of president Donald Trump. Deep State
is a term that has come into vogue when describing the forces that are rallying
to overturn the election. You will learn that there is far more to this organized
resistance, an even deeper state with an evil ally in the unseen realm that must
be exposed to fully understand the imminent danger.
Saboteurs, the shocking chronicle exposing a harrowing scheme by deep
state Aleister Crowley and Masonic devotees that have an almost unbelievable
secret they don’t want you to understand. Go beyond superficial public and
media chaos to unveil the sinister resisteance and their plot for the insidious
rise of a messianic strongman figure they call The Grey Champion.
YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)

Will Trump Win in 2020? Mark
Taylor UPDATES The Trump
Prohecies!

Prophecies Unfolding Around
Donald Trump Have “2020”
Watchers In Awe
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THE PRICE OF FAME SPECIAL OFFER

“The Price of Fame” is a story of hope, faith, and the redemption
of professional wrestling hall of fame legend Ted Dibiase. In this DVD
documentary, you’ll hear first hand accounts from Ted’s family and closest
friends about his rise to the top of the sports entertainment industry as one of
professional wrestlings most notorious bad guys! How Ted’s journey to fame,
power, money and influence nearly destroyed his life, and how he found a new
hope and purpose in Jesus Christ! Including interviews with Jake Roberts,
Roddy Piper, Shawn Michaels, and so many more!
When you order the “The Price of Fame” from SkyWatch
TV you’ll also receive the beautiful hardback edition book
Wrestling for my Life by iconic wrestling superstar Shawn
Michaels! In this no-holds-barred masterpiece, you’ll experience an intimate look
into Shawn’s multi-decade career in professional wrestling as one of it’s biggest
stars of all time! Full of entertaining behind-the-scene stories and inspirational
insights, Shawn offers fascinating perspectives on how to follow
God when it’s not easy, and the depths of his commitment to
Jesus Christ!
But thats not all, you’ll also receive the never-before-released SkyWatch TV Off
The Record interview with Ted DiBiase on DVD! This exclusive, 3-part, behind
the scenes DVD, will give you an inside glimpse into the emotional highs and lows
of one of professional wrestling’s most iconic figures! Told like never before, this
totally raw, unscripted interview is filled with personal stories and faith affirming
insights directly from Ted himself!

YOURS FOR ONLY A $30 DONATION (plus S/H)
EXPLORE RELATED VIDEO CONTENT:

WWE Hall Of Fame Pro Wrestler Ted DiBiase
Shares Powerful Testimony On SkyWatchTV

DAY 2: WWE Pro Wrestler Explains Where
Holy Spirit Took Him After Jesus Intervened
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THE VAULT DECLASSIFIED SPECIAL COLLECTION

Progressive Evil reveals how Western humanity
as we know it is on a downward spiral due to an
ideolgy that decieves and disarms the malleable,
unsuspecting masses. You will read how the
progressives’ assault on America is exchanging
foundational Godliness for false promises by
setting upon compromising constitutional rights, the
destruction of key institutions, and the destruction of
American exceptionalism by redefining our cultural
ideals. In Bad Moon Rising, follow peer-reviewed
academic research as Derek Gilbert boldly argues
that Islam is too big and too successful to be the work of just one spirit, but instead is actually a collaboration
by the old gods of Mesopotamia, a desperate partnership of fallen angels who were caught off-guard by
the Resurrection of Jesus Christ. Learn how “the iniquity of the Amorites” is affecting the world today, the
timely importance of the moon-god, and about the shocking links between Mount Hermon, Petra, and
Mecca as you explore Islam’s tragic and bloody role in the end times. With Gods Of The Final Kingdom,
engage yourself in a stunning journey as Carl Gallups peels back the veil on some of the most astounding
mysteries by contextually connecting the dots from Genesis through Revelation. Discover about Satan’s
cosmic, interdimensional quest, and what he did NOT know about Jesus and God’s plan of the ages.
Biblical truths and clear answers to deep theological questions that will change
the way you read and understand Scripture, and more, await you.
And we’ve also included… directly from Tom Horn’s personal private vault… and
completely free of charge, the TOM HORN SECRET FILES USB flash drive! This
drive is not available anywhere else and comes completely loaded with hundreds
of files including the World Exclusive, behind the scenes off the record video
interview regarding perhaps THE BIGGEST scandal and cover up in US history,
so HOT we’re unable to discuss the specific contents on network television! This
2-hour investigative interview has not been released anywhere else and provides
new forensic information connected to the Robert Mueller Report that may soon
send shockwaves through Washington DC and around the world! Also included is: the Defender Films
full length, 2-time tele award winning documentary movie, Inhuman, the much-sought after Defender
red letter addition Bible with expanded Apocrypha on Kindle and Digital Files! Esword Bible Software!
Brand New video presentations from the Watchmen Conference! A massive data library of ebooks with
tens of thousands of pages including dozens of classic christian works, all 28 episodes of Dr. Michael
Lake’s “Understanding the Kingdom” series and hours of bonus interviews and videos
with leading prophecy experts!
BUT WE”RE STILL NOT DONE! SkyWatch TV’s Off the Record Series is back by
popular demand, with a brand new, never before aired DVD The God’s of War Edition!
Featuring exclusive interview’s with detective Carl Gallups, senior Pentagon analyst
Robert Magginis, and Derek & Sharon Gilbert on the coming Hyper Battle between the
forces of God and the Titans of biblical prophecy!

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)

SkyWatch TV Special
Investigation Begins
Into THE VAULT
DECLASSIFIED

What’s Behind The
Deep State And
Tomorrow?

The Old Gods Of
Mesopotamia Are
Coming Back
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2020 To Witness
Return Of “Gods?”

S K Y WAT C H T V S T O R E .C O M
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THE STEVE QUAYLE: GOD IS OUR REFUGE SPECIAL OFFER

Jesus: The Premise of the Promise provides “Ten
Helps” that allow you to live victoriously during the last
days. This book is the least religious and most downto-earth End-Times manual that you’ll ever read. It is
also the timeliest. Read how to achieve victory through
Jesus Christ.
Unearthing The Lost World of the Cloudeaters
is a book unlike any other, one that demands the
Smithsonian to open its hidden warehouses so
the history of ancient America can be rewritten! As
chronicled by Dr. Thomas R. Horn, radio legend
Stephen Quayle, and two teams of investigators and film crews (following a secret conference
with leaders of the Ute Nation, Zuni, and Hopi tribes) the most compelling evidence is finally
unveiled involving pre-Columbian, dragon/giant-worshiping interlopers who traversed the
Atlantic Ocean and secret Anasazi routes to corrupt the earliest Americans with portalopening sorcery, human sacrifices, ritual cannibalism, and technology of the fallen ones.
Along with these amazing books, you’ll
receive the audio series The Hybrid Age
with over 5-hours of discussion on the
coming human enhancement revolution
by Dr. Thomas Horn and radio legend
Steve Quayle! You’ll also get the 20 HOUR
Audio Series Official Disclosure peels
back ashtonishing truth, including the last
interview between Stanton Friedman and
Dr Thomas Horn. To top it off, you’ll also get the 24 HOUR Audio Series Shadow Hand
that includes these famous discussions in their entirety: As It Was in the Days of Noah,
Psychotronic Warfare, The Coming Replacement Humans, and The Coming Zombie
Apocalypse.

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)
EXPLORE RELATED VIDEO CONTENT:

Steve Quayle’s
LAST BOOK?

Shocking Announcement,

SKYWATCH TV Further Investigates Steve
Quayle’s Decision
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THE 8 DAYS SPECIAL COLLECTION

In this timely collection you’ll receive the cinematic movie inspired by actual
events from director Jaco Booyens, 8 Days! This shocking presentation
is already being described as “Intense and Emotional, But Real” and
masterfully illustrates sequence by sequence how the victims of sex
trafficking are often lured in to entrapment, portrayed through the eyes
of of the lead characters! This incredible film does not contain any illicit
sexual content or language!
This incredible collection also includes
the phenomenal book and Companion
Workbook on Disc, Woman of Influence
written by 8 Days lead actress Katie Walker!
This 30-day devotional and companion workbook on disc
is an inspiring, deeply affirming and educational set that will
encourage women to walk in the true identity of influence and
purpose bestowed on them as daughters of the most high God!
Journey through this devotional set while alone in your quiet
time or experience it with friends!
But that’s not all, you’ll also receive on DVD, the never before released,
uncensored, Off the Record interview with the team behind the 8 days
movie, featuring Jaco & Philipa Booyens, and actress Katie Walker as they
disclose the hard hitting realities of just how far the sex trafficking industry
reaches, what the Trump administration has done to rescue thousands of
victims, how the children of communities including yours may be at risk,
and what you can do to fight back!

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (plus S/H)
EXPLORE RELATED VIDEO CONTENT:

Jaco Booyens On Why Sex Trafficking Is Bigger
Than Most Comprehend

PART TWO: SKYWATCH TV’S Interviews With
Jaco Booyens! Astonishing Statistics!
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